50 SOCIAL RESEARCH PAPER TOPICS TO USE
Social Interaction Issues

1. An analysis of the cause and responsibility for poverty in some compared to other nations of the world.
3. The effectiveness of working class mums in motherhood.
4. Does the mass media still shape public opinion?
5. Creating the work-family life balance in today’s busy society.
6. The relationship between having a higher degree and fulfilling one’s dreams in life.
7. An analysis of the bandwagon effect and human interactions versus decision making.
8. Does abortion really help promote birth control or murder amongst even teenagers.
9. Virtual reality as a tool for escaping physical reality.
10. What’s valuable to sacrifice for the other, money or relationship?
11. Key determinants for fitting into a corporate culture.
12. Social decline and the question of morality.
15. Emotional trauma due to molestation, rape, and abuse.
17. Drugs use and other substances amongst teens and its implications for the future.

Physical Disorder

18. Role of depression in eating disorders.
19. How to stem the tide of bullying.
22. Dealing with phobias.
23. How to identify anti-social traits in people and their causes.
24. Physical defects, interactions and the issues of stereotypes.
Human Cognition

25 How to critics kids constructively with hurting them
26 Understanding when to say no to kids and mean it
27 Relating real-life experiences to dreams
28 How to fight the false feeling of importance

Human Development

29 Dealing with negative emotional triggers
30 Fighting the fear of failure
31 Dealing with a bully amongst teens for educators
32 Media programs and violent cues
33 Causes of the proliferation of small firearms and increased violent behaviors in teenagers.
34 Cultural barrier and the need for assimilation in diversity institutions
35 Gender biases and control
36 Violence against women during pregnancy and implication on the fetus
37 Child molestation and manipulations
38 Dealing with teen pregnancy issues

Social Media Impact

39 The relevance of social media to learning
40 Social media as a tool for development amongst teens
41 Social dating sites as triggers for moral decadence
42 Role of social media in improved family relations
43 Social media, redefining culture for society
44 Security implications of sharing personal information online
45 New technology trend and the impact of social media on interpersonal communication
46 Online dating and marriage
Social Interactions

47 How do peer systems serve as a support base?
48 Motivation and friendship as keys to teamwork and efficiency with life goals
49 Holding your heads high in the wrong crowd
50 Teen discipline at home versus peer pressure
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